California State University, Dominguez Hills
Building Evacuation Map showing where building occupants should evacuate during an emergency.

Building evacuation areas:

- James Welch Hall occupants on the second, third, and fourth floors should evacuate the building and proceed east to the open grass area in front of Loker Student Union.
- James Welch Hall occupants on the first floor should evacuate the building and proceed to the north corner of the Sculpture Garden between the Student Health Center and University Theatre.
- Small College Complex building occupants should evacuate their building and proceed to the open grass area directly west of the buildings, in front of Loker Student Union.
- Student Health Center and University Theatre occupants should evacuate the buildings and proceed west to the northern portion of the Sculpture Garden, between the theatre and Extended Education.
- Extended Education building occupants should evacuate their building and proceed east to the open area between Extended Education and the University Theatre.
- College of Education and Loker Student Union occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed north to the area in front of Loker Student Union.
- LaCorte Hall and Library occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed northwest to the Sculpture Garden in front of LaCorte Hall.
- Social and Behavioral Sciences, and East Academic Complex occupants should evacuate their building and proceed east to the open area between the East Academic Complex and Student (University) Housing.
- Natural Science and Mathematics, and Central Plant building occupants should evacuate their building and proceed east to the open area between Central Plant and the East Academic Complex.
- South Academic Complex occupants should evacuate their building and proceed south to the open area between South Academic Complex and the California Academy of Math and Science.
- Gymnasium and Field House occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed south to the soccer field behind the Gymnasium.
- California Academy of Mathematics and Science (CAMS) occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed west to the soccer field beside the CAMS campus.
- Infant-Toddler Center and Child Development Center occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed southeast to the open area between parking lot #1 and the edge of the campus.
- Student (University) Housing occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed northwest to the open area between Student housing and East Academic Complex.
- Physical Plant occupants should evacuate their buildings and proceed northeast to the open area between Physical Plant and Pacific View Drive.
Note: The primary evacuation areas may be inaccessible during an actual emergency. Individuals should proceed to an alternate evacuation area if they cannot safely reach the main evacuation area for their building.